
  
  

A Suggested Proposal to Activate University Administration Role to 
Achieve Intellectual Security for Students at Fayoum University 

Abstract 
In the light of the increase of the negative effects of globalization and 
the emergence of deviant intellectual currents which led to widespread 
manifestations of violence, extremism and terrorism, the responsibility 
of university administration to achieve intellectual security for students 
is no longer on the margins of the functional duties and specialties, but it 
has become one of the most important security fortifications. 
Consequently, the research problem can be represented in the following 
main question: How the role of the university administration can be 
activated to achieve intellectual security for students at Fayoum 
University? To answer this ques on, the current research aims to: 1- 
Identifying itntellecual principles and intellectual security theory,2-
specify university administration role in achieving intellectual security 
for students,3-study the reality of the university administration role in 
achieving intellectual security for students at Fayoum University,4-
develop a suggested proposal to activate the university administration 
role in achieving intellectual security for students at Fayoum University. 
 
The research used the analytical descriptive approach. Through the 
study, a ques onnaire was prepared consis ng (79) phrases 
DISTRIBUTED ON three axes: The reality of the role of Fayoum University 
administration in achieving the intellectual security of the university 
students, and obstacles IN activate the role of Fayoum University 
administration in achieving the intellectual security of the university 
students,  Fayoum University administration role in achieving the 
intellectual security for the students of the university. The questionnaire 
was applied to a  randomly selected sample of (52) faculty members of 
teaching stuff of Fayoum University of the study population. 
The study yielded several results the most important of  which is the 
poor role of the Fayoum University administration in achieving the 
students' intellectual security in the fields of (education, scientific 



research, community service) The sample of the study approved on 
average with the Fayoum University administration to do that role while 
they agreed to a larg extent on the existence of  some obstacles  that 
ban this role to be achieved , and agree to a large extent on the 
proposals to activate the role of the administration of Fayoum University 
in achieving the intellectual security for the university students, In the 
light of the research results, a suggested proposal has been introduced 
through which the university administration role in achieving intellectual 
security for students at Fayoum University can be activated. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


